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The Carry-on Duffle Bag from Mancini’s Buffalo Collection represents the fusion of contemporary styling with the raw urban look of top grain oily buffalo 
leather. A luxurious and versatile duffle bag, it features a large zippered main compartment, multiple interior pockets and detachable shoulder strap. It is 

available in black and brown. MSRP: $314.99

The distinctive, expandable Rodeo Drive Collection from Ricardo Beverly Hills comprises a striking suite of luggage that’s perfect for all travels. Engineered 
with nearly indestructible Makrolon® by Covestro polycarbonate exteriors, these cases offer smooth ergonomic handling, well-organized interiors and TSA-

accepted lock security. Additionally, the carry-on features a covered USB port for tech charging, a pouch for a removable battery and an internally routed cord 
to the USB port. MSRP: $380 (international carry-on), $400 (carry-on), $440/$550 (medium/large check-in cases)

Soft structured and showing off handmade construction, Jack Georges’ Voyager Overnight Backpack features a padded compartment for laptops with up to 
a 14” screen and a main compartment that zips open on three sides to allow the backpack to lie flat for easy packing. More storage is offered from a large 

front pocket, a zippered mesh pocket that holds a change of clothes and an elastic pocket for stowing water bottle or umbrella. Offered in brown leather and 
measuring 12.5” x 15.5” x 5.75”, it has adjustable shoulder straps and a trolley strap. MSRP: $358

Sometimes the trickiest part of travel isn’t 
the picking and the planning, but the 
getting there and the returning home – 
without, metaphorically speaking, hitting 
every bump in the road. Having the  
right gear to handle the job,  
regardless of destination, can  
make the difference between  
a truly leisurely and relaxing  
travel experience and a stressful  
and frustrating nightmare. Here is  
a selection of travel gear designed  
to make the journey unfurl as  
smoothly as possible.
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When spiriting off for a leisurely weekend getaway, pack the tote that readily accommodates everything you need. The large Hamptons Tote, in 
Hadaki’s brand new sporty black color option, brings style, sophistication and space to a lightweight, durable bag that wipes clean easily. Bold accent 

stripes on the exterior of this arresting tote ensure it won’t get left behind on a plane, train or taxi. MSRP: $96

HEX’s Aspect Shoulder Bag is both trendy and versatile with an adjustable, detachable shoulder strap that can be carried in any direction to provide 
comfort without compromising style. Shown in khaki multi, it is a sleek daypack up to the challenge of a traveler’s wanderlust. A unisex bag offering a 
zippered front pocket, hidden Velcro®-brand stash pocket at the top of the bag, and main storage compartment with plenty of room for the essentials. 

It comes in a variety of colors, including Nero ripstop and galaxy reflective, which glows when illuminated by a light source. MSRP: $34.95

From Travelers Club’s Kensie brand, the Carroll Collection offers a push button recessed locking trolley handle system; top and side carry handles 
(except for the 20”, which has a top carry handle); protective front/back corner guards; fully lined printed pattern interior with a separate divider 

section, mesh pocket and compression strap; and a 360° 4-wheel spinner system. The 28” has feet on one side to help protect luggage when using 
the side carry handle. MSRP: $280/20” carry-on; $320/24” upright; $360/28” upright; $960/set

Royce’s Leather Ladies’ Tote is up to the task with this contemporary, minimalist bag with leather carry handles. Exuding effortless style in a slim, 
structured silhouette, the tote measures 12” x 14.5” x 3” and is available in black with metal accents. MSRP: $375
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Strong and sturdy, the Prokas 22” Rolling Duffel from Traveler’s Choice features durable dobby fabrics with 2-inch webbing with rivets; large, rugged 
rolling wheels; and bottom runners to reduce scuffing. Measuring 22” x 10.75” x 10.5”, it maneuvers easily with a T-CRUISER handle system with push 

button lock handle. Easy packing comes by way of a large zippered top U-opening. MSRP: $199.99

Exclusively designed by it luggage, Prosperous ensures industry-leading performance to meet all traveling requirements. Duralition Plus material is 
strong, lightweight and scratch-resistant while still ensuring a sleek and stylish look. The cabin piece has a unique front panel pocket for a laptop and a 
mesh zipped organizer pocket for easy access to travel documentation. Expandable for 25% extra packing space, it features eight wheels for superior 

control. A 10-year manufacturer’s warranty offers extra reassurance. MSRP: $300/carry-on; $325/medium; $350/large

Frequent travelers need a laptop backpack that’s designed for an airplane, not a classroom. Tortuga’s Setout Laptop Backpack 25L is exactly that 
– an ergonomic and functional travel backpack with enough room for electronics, chargers and a change of clothes or two, and one that transitions 

effortlessly from carry-on to daypack to allow explorers to start enjoying their destination immediately. The 900D heathered gray polyester is weather-
resistant with a sleek and understated design that goes with everything. A luggage pass-through and hideaway shoulder straps make for seamless 

pairing with a rolling suitcase. MSRP: $125
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The BCBGMAXAZRIA Cosmetic Case from the Victoria Collection from 24-7 International lets travelers take their favorite grooming supplies and 
products with them in a spacious interior equipped with three separate compartments. Constructed with a durable hard shell, the lightweight case has 
a removable and adjustable shoulder strap and an add-a-bag elastic strap on the back to secure to rolling luggage. A full signature jacquard lining adds 

that touch of luxe. MSRP: $125

Olympia USA’s Fashionista brings the dual functionality of carry-on luggage and shopper accessory into one sleek bag. Constructed of printed 
polyester and measuring 22” x 14” x 8”, it has a recessed inline skate metal ball bearing wheel system, lightweight locking retractable handle with 

hideaway closure and a bottom rear bumper. A spacious main compartment and large front and side pockets keep travelers organized. This bag rocks 
style in damask, chevron, houndstooth and black. MSRP: $80

McKlein’s Kinzie 20” Carry-All Leather Duffle in brown and black offers two-tone styling in pebble grain leather with elegant contrasting leather accents. 
Its fully lined interior is accented in leather trim, and silver hardware elevates storage with a lockable zipper; a full-length zipper makes reaching the 
interior clothing, protected tablet pocket and accessory organizer a snap. An exterior back zipper pocket provides easy access to essentials like 

smartphone and keys and a non-slip, contour padded removable shoulder strap adds comfort. MSRP: $170
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Eagle Creek’s Cargo Hauler Duffels have been redesigned using new TPU fabrics and incorporate upgrades brought over from the Cargo Hauler 
Special Edition to amp up organization. Backpack straps are now zip-away for storage and also sport a handy snap that secures the straps into 

one, tote carry handle. A new U-shaped lid offers easy access to the main compartment with a new removable mesh divider. There are new exterior 
compression straps and one zippered security end pocket for small valuables. The duffels come in several models: 40L (MSRP: $99); 60L ($109); 90L 

($119); Wheeled Duffel 110L ($179); and Wheeled Duffel 130L ($189). The collection is available in jet black, Arctic blue, and earth red.

From Travelon® comes the Essentials Anti-Theft Convertible Backpack/Tote, a three-in-one bag with a patented and discreet 5-point anti-theft security 
system. Featuring a modern silhouette, the bag has thoughtful organization that includes a zip-away water bottle holder, tethered key clip with LED light 
and add-a-bag strap. It is durable in lightweight polyester fabric with slash-resistant mesh on all four sides and bottom body panels; slash-resistant and 

lockdown strap; locking compartments; and RFID-blocking wall organizer wallet. MSRP: $95

GABBIANO’s eye-catching Spectra Collection is both sturdy and stylish. Made out of 100% polypropylene, it is lightweight yet incredibly strong. The 
eight spinner wheels are coated in shock-absorbing rubber, giving travelers a smoother, quieter experience. This nestable set includes three TSA-

accepted locks, and features 20”, 26” and 30” sizes. The collection color palette includes blush, yellow, black, teal, blue and white. MSRP: $810/set

The Citysafe® CX 17L Backpack, shown in storm, is Pacsafe’s bestselling women’s anti-theft bag. Ultra-chic, versatile and practical, it is roomy and 
water-repellant, with padded space for a 13” laptop and smart organization that includes internal pockets and a phone pocket for easy storage and 

access. It protects valuables with security features, like RFIDsafe™ blocking pockets and material and slides over luggage handles to keep your bag 
balanced on wheeled luggage. The popular bag is made from ECONYL® regenerated nylon. MSRP: $139.95

Please see the Buyer’s Guide on page 48 for a directory of the companies whose products are included in this feature.
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